Comparison of mouse strains and exposure conditions in acute cigarette smoke inhalation studies.
Cigarette smoke exposures in mice have been conducted under various exposure conditions using different strains as animal models of smoke-related diseases. We exposed cigarette smoke to two strains of mice [C57BL/6J (C57) and AKR/J (AKR)] under two different exposure regimens (1 h or 4 h/day) at equivalent daily exposure amount (concentration × time). After 2 weeks exposure, mice were evaluated using exposure markers and biological responses. Smoke exposure suppressed respiratory parameters dependent on exposure concentration. The 1-h regimen groups generally showed a greater degree of respiratory suppression and relatively lower exposure markers of urinary nicotine metabolites than the corresponding 4-h regimen groups. Tidal volume was more suppressed in AKR compared to C57, while respiratory rate was more suppressed in C57. Plasma exposure markers and respiratory parameters suggested that C57 inhaled more volume of smoke than AKR. Changes in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) cytology and enzyme parameters were most noticeable in the 1 h AKR groups. In BALF cytokine concentration, TARC concentration in C57 was higher than AKR, while KC and MCP-1 in AKR were higher than C57. Relative lung/body weight ratio in smoke-exposed C57 was generally higher, as well as the incidence and severity of lesions in respiratory organs compared to AKR. In summary, C57 appeared to inhale relatively more smoke and displayed greater inflammatory changes in respiratory tract than AKR. Comparison of exposure regimens suggests that a longer exposure duration at lower WTPM concentration might deliver a larger dose of smoke than a shorter exposure duration at higher WTPM concentration.